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Agenda
27 October, Intergraph PP&M UK & Ireland 2011
Welcome Trust Lecture Hall
9:00

Registration, Networking and Exhibition

9:30

Intergraph keynote: Intergraph PP&M business update and
outlook for 2012.

Kevin Holmes, Vice President North Western
Europe, Intergraph Process Power & Marine

10:00

Customer keynote: Adoption of SmartPlant 3D & SmartPlant
Enterprise.

Mike Pye,
FLUOR

10:30

Customer Case Study: Summary of Owner Operator experiences
with SmartPlant for OO’S and Intergraph’s future OO strategy.

Mirko Stock,
Intergraph

11:00 Coffee-break, Networking and Exhibition

Breakout Sessions
TIME

1.Welcome Trust Lecture Hall

2.Conference Room

3.Library Events Room

EPC use of Smart3D in Offshore &
Marine.
11:15 Terje Orbeck, GRENLAND GROUP

Increasing plant safety, reducing OPEX,
improving uptime and reducing CAPEX
- unleashing lifecycle value for Owner
Operators and Contractors.
Mirko Stock, Intergraph

Product update on SmartPlant P&ID,
SmartPlant Instrumentation and
SmartPlant Electrical.
Zur Bar, Intergraph

Customer presentation: SmartPlant
Foundation – Mechanical
12:00 Datasheets.
Mike Burt, Bechtel

Update on SmartPlant Materials.
Chris Why, Intergraph

Product update on SmartPlant 3D:
what’s new in 3D v. 2011.
David Whittle, Intergraph

12:45
Networking Lunch and Exhibition
14:00
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Breakout Sessions
TIME

14:00

1.Welcome Trust Lecture Hall
Customer presentation Improving
project execution.
Lewis Quinn,
Worley Parsons

2.Conference Room
Capturing the Engineering Information
Asset for brownfield facilities with Leica
Geosystems.
Luke Jarrey, LEICA GEOSYSTEMS and
Mirko Stock, Intergraph

14:45

Software as a Service (SaaS) and
Gaining competitive advantage using
hosting: experiences and forward
SmartPlant 3D automation.
strategy.
Prasad Mantraratnam, Intergraph
Kevin Holmes, Intergraph

15:30

Coffee-break, Networking and Exhibition

16:00

Improving safety and reducing construction costs and schedule with
SmartPlant Construction.
Chris Why, Intergraph

CADWorx: Intergraph’s solution to
smaller and less complex projects.
Paul Martin, Intergraph

3.Library Events Room
Product update on Intergraph’s newest addition to the SmartPlant suite of
tools: Caesar, PVElite & TANK.
Steve Gillott & Chris Bradshaw,
Intergraph

Product update on the Information
Management SmartPlant solutions including SmartPlant Enterprise, SmartPlant Foundation and SmartPlant
Enterprise for Owners Operators.
Rick Standish, Intergraph

Managing your reference data for
SmartPlant 3D using SmartPlant
Materials.
Ahmet Akin, Intergraph

Welcome Trust Lecture Hall

16:45

Intergraph Closing Address

17:00
18:00

Reception Drinks and Exhibition

Kevin Holmes,
Vice President North Western Europe, Intergraph Process
Power & Marine
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Sponsors
Trimble applies technology to make field and mobile workers in businesses and
government significantly more productive.
Solutions are focused on applications requiring position or location—including
surveying, construction, agriculture, fleet and asset management, public safety and
mapping. In addition to utilizing positioning technologies, such as GPS, lasers and
optics, Trimble solutions may include software content specific to the needs of the
user.

Legrand, global strength built on local knowledge.
In the UK Legrand has developed a customer focused structure which harnesses
the power of its market leading specialist brands to deliver innovative, integrated
solutions for every phase of construction. The UK structure is organised into three
business divisions:
• Cable management
• Power distribution
• Wiring devices

Wireless technologies are utilized to deliver the solution to the user and to ensure a
tight coupling of the field and the back office. Founded in 1978, Trimble is
headquartered in Sunnyvale, Calif.

Cable management… quality assured UK manufacturing
Swifts cable management ranges have been designed and manufactured at our
Scarborough (UK) site since the 1960’s. And with its own in-house galvanising
facility, every product is finished to the highest possible standard following strict
quality control guidelines.
• Legrand Electric holds ISO 9001 : 2008 Quality Assessment Registrations from
Intertek Systems Certification UK and Bureau Veritas
• All of Legrand’s UK manufacturing sites are accredited to ISO 14001 : 2004
Environmental Management System

CAXperts provides services to the process, power, and marine industries built
around Intergraph’s PDS® and SmartPlant® products.

Process, power and marine project examples
• Tengiz Second Generation - Kazakhstan
• Vesta Wind Turbine Manufacturing Plant - Isle of Wight
• Norilisk Nickel Slag Cleaning Furnaces Upgrade - Siberia
• Ling Au Nuclear Plant - China
• Shell EA and KC upgrades – Nigeria

The company’s services range from business analysis and process and system
architecture to system hosting, implementations, integrations, and
customizations.
These services are complemented by content management and project support
services. CAXperts is also well known for its standard and customized software
solutions, which ensure the highest level of usability with workflow-oriented and
efficient solutions.
The expertise of CAXperts has been proven in innumerable projects around
the world. The company has offices in Germany, Canada, India, Singapore, and
Australia.

Hazid Technologies is a UK based partner of Integraph Corporation. We deliver a set
of solutions and services which leverage SmartPlant P&ID to improve quality,
integrity and demonstrable compliance through the life-cycle from design to
operations.
SmartPlant P&ID Engineering Integrity provides you with a P&ID technical review
capability, to check for compliance with standards and engineering guidelines.
SmartPlant Process Safety enables you to raise the bar on process safety
performance through better management of information and knowledge.
SmartPlant Action Management takes away the pain of project managing actions
and recommendations. Together, the system enables you to:
• Join up process safety and engineering information and workflows to design in
safety and ensure integrity when changes occur.
• Increase efficiency and quality by eliminating information silos and transcription
between safety work processes.
• Assimilate and reuse knowledge across the corporation.
• Demonstrate compliance

AceCad Software Company Featured at Intergraph 2011 UK conference will be
SmartPlant3D StruCad interoperability, a unique solution for accurate and reliable
model share between the Plant Design and Structural Detailing worlds. Achieved
through partnership with Intergraph, the capability enables improved workflow
processes and structural content collaboration between EPCs, Structural Detailing
and Fabrication companies.
StruCad evolution, is a full structural steel detailing and management system,
but is also for engineering companies who undertake fabrication and production,
across multiple project offices.
StruEngineer evolution, is a StruCad platform product, complimenting use of
SmartPlant3D for controlled issue of the Structural model to detailing and
fabrication companies.
StruCad delivers world standards to steelwork design and detailing with powerful
joint and connection configurations, automated drawing production, project review,
global model management, and estimating capability that integrates fully with
StruM.I.S for fabrication information management. StruCad forms part of AceCad’s
solution suite StruPLANT, for the Structural Supply Chain.
StruPLANT structural supply chain solutions are defining a new era for business
improvement for creating and managing stee structures in plant industries.
The StruPLANT solution uniquely enables engineering, fabrication and construction companies, to design, manage and collaborate effectively to reduce steelwork
design, fabrication and construction schedules and costs.

http://www.intergraph.com/global/uk/

